
A Journey for New Years Eve 
 31st December, 2009 

 
a starship Journey on the mothership ashtara  

for all in the celestial project  
of the Divine University Project 

 
PLEASE NOTE THIS IS PART ONE OF A CELESTIAL PROJECT LINKUP FOR ALL WHO WISH TO UPGRADE 

THEIR COMMUNICATION AND DIVINE CONNECTION TO THE TEAMS OF THE FAMILY OF LIGHT.  
 

PART TWO WILL BE SENT TO ALL ON THE CELESTIAL PROJECT EMAIL LIST.  
To reg ister  for part B and receive  the  pdf  document tha t  is  the l inkup,   you wil l  need to of f ic ia l ly  join the  celes tia l  
project by simply emai l i ng Ra  your name,  the town and country you l i ve in the world,  and your emai l  address  …  

celestia lproject@thediv ineunive rsi ty .com 
 
A fleet of starships will be focusing over the Earth for New Years Eve beautiful ones! You are invited to join 
the Galactic Federation for a journey into one of their motherships on New Years Eve if you wish to 
receive a deeper connection to the teams and a higher level opening in your contact with the Family of 
Light.  
 
This will be taking place on New Years Eve, 31st December, 2009 – Sydney, Australia time between 
11:11pm and 4:44 am. Depending on where you are in the world, you may link up with the mothership 
“Ashtara”. To organise receiving your linkup time simply go to  
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html and convert the 31st December, 2009 11:11pm, 
Sydney …to your area and this will give you the time in your area for the linkup.   
 
You may link up during any “one hour period” within the five and half hour time period shared above, in 
accordance to when you can make the linkup consciously. To assist you in the linkup, I have been given a 
process and meditation to share with you all which will support you to have a more conscious journey in 
the mother ship.  
 
If you do the linkup, it will take about an hour for you to receive the most important downloads into your 
energybody. The most important thing at this time is to have your chakras open and your chakra pillar 
grounded and activated. The rest will be done by the Galactic Federation emissaries for you beloved.  
 
The following linkup is offered to any of you who are guided that an upgrade in your communication with 
the teams of the Family of Light and your contact with them, is of the highest priority to begin your new 
year. If you are serving in the Academy, or Divine University Project or will be offering more time in service 
in the future as an emissary or ambassador, this journey is being created specifically for you so not only your 
own personal connection can grow with the Family of Light but also your service work in the Academy or 
Divine University Project in group mission will grow to the level that you will begin to understand the 
synergy and oneness between your own personal missionwork and your group missionwork in the world.  
 
If you are not already involved in the Celestial Project officially and have received this invite, and wish to join 
the project so you join this linkup and also receive all further offerings from the Ashtar Command and 
Galactic Federation for your mission and group mission, such as this linkup….please email Ra on 
celestialproject@thedivineuniversity.com  
 
In the future, all information I receive about the offering of energybody upgrades via the Galactic Federation, 
I will be sending out via the celestial project list only as these upgrades are being created for all in service to 
the Celestial Project and designed for those dedicated to committing in planetary group mission through the 
Divine University Project. All in the divine university project in other roles are recommended to join the 
celestial project so they may also receive these energybody upgrades and attunements regularly.     
 



The Celestial Project is the first charitable project, serving Mother Earth and humanity, created through the 
Divine University and a major focus will be placed on all souls who serve through this project. If you 
resonate with this offering and would like more over the next year or two, join the project and attend 
some of the linkups for the clearing of the world’s cities.  
 
A group of us in Australia are camping out in the Elohim Gateway for New Years Eve and we will all be 
lifted onto the Mothership Ashtara and receive this journey with you. You may ask to be taken through 
either the Elohim Gateway, Rosebank, NSW, Australia or The Celestial Gateway (The Universal Angelic 
Gateway) in Montana, USA as you journey into the Mother Ship Ashtara to support your linkup to be more 
powerful beloveds !! These gateways have been built with sacred geometry and crystal, activations and are 
doorways into the higher dimensional realms that offer souls safe passage on as they soul travel. They have 
been built through the enlightened masters and archangels design in service to projects and journeys such as 
these.  
 
Have a magnificent beginning to 2010. Happy New Year!  
May it be a blessed year and your guidance take you on the most blessed journey!  
Blessings to all of you,  
My deep gratitude to each of you for all you offer Mother Earth in service to world peace, 
Sri’ama Qala 
 

WELCOMING YOU ONTO THE MOTHERSHIP “ASHTARA” 
 
Ashtara is a mother ship created from the hearts and celestial presences of many group consciousnesses, 
including archangels, angels of advanced initations and the divine presences of many star emissaries from 
other realms. Each of these presences holds their ascended consciousness in service at this time to Mother 
Earth and the primary purposes of Ashtara presently are to assist the planetary grids, portals and plates of 
the Earth to align as the plasma currents of activation continue to generate a new field for the earth to 
ascend into.  
 
This new age, spoken so deeply about in prophesies as well as many channels, is not upon us anymore, but 
we are “in the doorway of it” spiritually. This passage through this doorway is a journey every soul 
experiences individually as well as with Mother Gaia, and thus all do have their personal journey with this.In 
otherwords it is not yet a collective experience on Earth. The collective experience of this journey will only 
begin to take place when the karma of the earth collective which includes humanity has made a 51% shift 
and 51% of the collective karma has been balanced on Earth. A great giving back to the Earth Mother and 
to many souls is needed by the collective of humanity to achieve this balancing of karma created previously. 
 
We are here to share that many souls on Earth are deeply guided by their higher selves and presences to 
do just this at this time and presently, it is the time on the Earth when there are more awakened souls, 
activated souls guided by the light and truth, than at any time over the last six thousand years on Earth. 
Similarly there are many still needing assistance, lost in their own karma or bound by their belief in limitation. 
We share though only a small handful of these souls are actually intending to use their power, position or 
reality to victimise or limit others deeply and much that occurs on Earth is either created unconsciousnessly 
or is karma being played out over and over again. There are only a small handful of souls on Earth that have 
been overtaken by their altar egos, who are the last souls to awaken beloved. Within all of this, the focus 
now is on these ones that have not yet awakened as well as on those souls who have the gift to help 
others. We share this message with you as it is your role to recognise when karma is being played out to 
bring this into the celestial project, which is designed to serve the clearing of the collective karma on Earth.  
 
It is now your role beloveds to hold compassion for this handful of souls who are unawakened and unaware 
of the negative repercussions of control dynamics on their own soul’s path. It is of the utmost importance all 
emissaries of the divine university now take this role of “safeguard for every soul” no matter what their 
intention is or what they have created beloveds. This is your next step as a group as well as within your 



individual lives and it is the purpose of your spiritual contact developing and your connection to the teams 
and your presence growing more powerfully in your life. To unconditionally love all you meet in life.     
 
On the Mother Ship Ashtara, you will be given the eyes to see further beyond your own ego, and to see 
what truly is occurring on the Earth beloveds. Many of you will be taken on guided journeys to see the 
overview of your governments, the balance of karma, how intervention can occur in some circumstances 
and is not possible in others, how the laws of the universe oversoul your world and your greatest power 
comes from aligning to them and teaching others about them. How you exist in other realities and when 
you are truly connected to yourself, you open your universal connection to all of your other selves. How 
your other selves have gifts beyond what you would believe you could have personally.. and how you can 
share these gifts if you take on higher contracts of service to the divine plan.. how you are not a pawn in the 
game of life but in fact the master of your own life…. 
 
This journey may not manifest all at once consciously but aspects of what occurs to your soul that are 
important to you will awaken within your consciousness after this journey has been experienced …as much 
of what you will experience on the Ashtar will be timecoded to release into your consciousness on Earth as 
you need it. Otherwise it could be a overwhelming journey and create fear. In otherwords you may receive 
some awareness of what occurs on this journey into the Ashtara but it is very likely you will not be able to 
capture or hold the awareness of all that takes place. During your journey you will retrieve crystals to be 
then held within your chakras for that advancing your communication with the teams. The centres within 
your energybody will be opened to allow the deeper level of contact and support you will be needing for 
the next year of your work with us.  
 
The journey will be taking place in the celestial realms of the heavens… where Ashtara, as a mother ship, 
draws all of her energy to direct the rays of celestial frequency for the celestial project. Ashtara is one of the 
three universal mother ships directing this project with thousands of smaller light ships that hold hundreds 
of presences each.  
 
To understand Ashtara more, we share she is the second largest mother ship of the Ashtar Command in 
service to the Earth’s ascension.. the first mother ship is a much larger ship( almost five times the size and 
energy capacity of Ashtara) that supports all of the primary 7 planetary ashrams of the Earth and all of the 
earth soul’s ascensions. Ashtara co-ordinates and is supported by over 12,000 smaller ships that focus on 
not only the Earth but also other realms connected to the Earth that are presently unknown to humanity 
that extend into unseen and unfelt and unknown dimensions.  
 
Ashtara cares specifically for the portal, grids, and tectonic plates of the Earth and faciliates the portal shifts 
of the Earth in alignment to divine plan. You are each invited to spend between 1- 5 and half hours on the 
ship receiving this journey so you may have a higher level of permanent contact with the Family of Light and 
the teams that support you in your puzzle piece of activating the divine plan.  
 
There are five primary areas on the Ashtara you may be travelling to during your journey, or you may be 
exploring all five areas if you are present for the whole five and half hours with us. Your higher self ( the 
higherself you are presently opening your connection with via your initiations) will be your guide for your 
journey. At any time on the journey, if you fill yourself with blue light, you will have more knowing of the 
truth of what is occurring and also have your higherself connection activated enough to flow on your 
journey. Have fun!  
 
These five areas are: 
 

1. The Command Centre – this is the area of the ship that holds many chambers of energy 
specifically for the 1st ray aspects of the plan in relation to Earth, her grids, portals, plates and energy 
system. You may be entering a chamber with a guide assisting you (these emissaries are either tall 
and blue beings or they are archangelic and hold three sets of wings that appear to be etheric or 



liquid crystal in appearance. If you are taken by a guide to the command centre, simply open your 
brow and heart chakra more deeply and link them together with blue light to receive a deeper 
connection to the downloads and all you may be shown or given there. The command centre is the 
front of the mothership. The command centre has 4 levels to it.  

 
 

2. The Centra l  Mother Temple – this is the area where members of the family of light offer 
activations to specific sites on the Earth and also bilocate to areas of the Earth for service. It is here 
that any higher self you have that works on the Ashtara connects to you from, and also may bilocate 
to merge with you to energise and activate your initiations and service work. You may be guided 
into the temple to meet your higherself from the Ashtara and receive deeper level of activations for 
your mission or special puzzle piece, or journeys of bilocation to areas of the Earth in service. The 
Central Mother Temple is in the centre of the Mother Ship and on the lower level or in the base of 
the Mother Ship. 

 
3. The Counci l  Chambers – this is the area where family of light members meet in council and in 

communion with their presence. This is where your higherdimensional selves may meet with you 
and other soul extensions of your presence to make agreements relating to service, or where your 
higherdimensional selves may take you in your sleep to have council meetings with your presence 
and the enlightened masters, regarding your life plan. If you are guided here, you will be receiving 
dispensations or aspects of the divine plan will be counselled over.  The Council Chambers are on 
the 1st level of the Mother Ship above the Temple.  

  
4. The Universal  Chambers – this is the area where most of the beings in the Ashtara do their 

planetary service work from. They enter universal chambers and merge with many others in 
contract with them and travel as a team in planetary service.. eg, angels to power pts on the earth 
when the power pts are not allowing the grids to open more deeply and they need light activation, 
eg. angels to hotspots on the earth where karma is being played out, eg. angels to vortexs that need 
to be closed or opened. Members of the family of light enter these chambers to enter group 
mission or group consciousness in the awareness of what they can do alone is insignificant in 
comparison to what they can do when they work in group consciousness in their missions. 60% of 
all on Ashtara are in Universal Chambers and interconnection with between 15-1000 beings in soul 
group serving Earth, her grids, portals and lightbody in this way. If you are guided into a univeral 
chamber by a guide, you are being shown how your higherself operates and being asked if you 
would like to operate in this way also to expand your contact and gifts beloved. The Universal 
Chambers are on the 2nd Level of the Mother Ship above the Temple.  

 
5. The Ashtara Library or Galactic Café – this is the area of the ship where many different 

beings meet with each other, Each member of the family of light ( heralded from over 1001 
different star races) is a living library. The library is held by the collective within each being, and any 
part of the library may be accessed through heart, sacral and brow chakra connection to any of the 
beings one is attracted to meet with in this area. The library is made of beings, and appears 
clairvoyantly as a large café space where liquid elixirs are dispensed and shared, this is where all 
share with each other to refresh and charge each other’s energy. If you are guided to this area, you 
simply need to connect to any being you are attracted to and link chakras with them so the 
exchange can begin beloveds. The Ashtara Library is on the third level of the Mother Ship above the 
temple.   

 
TIPS FOR YOUR JOURNEY  

 
• It is always more powerful soul travelling when your merkabah is grounded and activated. Your 

central pillar drives your merkabah and is made up of all of the activated chakras that lay between 



your soul star and earth star. To activate your merkabah or for the emissaries to merge with your 
merkabah and activate it for you, you will need to be centred and have a activated central pillar. 

  
• It is always more powerful soul travelling with others, rather than by yourself as the more souls or 

merkabahs that activate through your portal, the easier it is for a soul to experience the journey 
consciously. In other words if you are with others doing the linkup, you will have a more powerful 
experience than if you are alone due to the energy vortex being opened in your sacred space being 
activated more with each person’s presence and merkabah. 

 
• It can be extremely fun soul travelling, if you have some vision, hearing, feeling, knowing or any one 

of your higher multidimensional senses activated. The light realms are an interconnective space that 
are able to be interacted with, on your journey but this interaction only takes place as a two way 
frequency exchange if you ground your central pillar wherever you travel. In otherwords, once you 
are on the ship, you need to ground and establish your multidimensional connection to this new 
reality, rather than expecting to hear, feel, sense, know or see something.. To ground your 
connection wherever you are, you expand the light in all your chakras and send the light down 
through the surface you are standing on.. to connect deeply into the plane or dimensional reality 
you are in. The Ashtara is a 8th – 28th dimensional vessel. In other words the consciousness and light 
technology that creates the mothership sources from these dimensions. Also you will only meet 
higherselves of yourself or others from the 8th dimension and beyond on this ship. 

 
• When travelling in group merkabah, via the linkup, your energybody usually changes and you 

sometimes will be in an alternate form. Allow yourself to connect to your lightbody and its unique 
form (feeling, sensing, knowing, seeing or receiving what it is like) once you arrive on the ship. 
Connecting to yourself and your body (made of light) in the ship via any of your multidimensional 
senses will support you to be able to connect more with all occurring on your journey.  

 
• You will be guided on your journey by your Higher Self. It is best to make the connection to your 

higherself who will always be on your right side, as you journey.. via connecting chakras ( expanding 
the light in them and sending the light into your higherself’s chakras). The blue light creates your 
higher self connection to flow so once you on the ship make an energybody connection to your 
higherself before going forth on your journey through the ship. You will anchor in the central temple 
( the base floor of the ship) when you are first taken onto the ship. 

  
 

PART 2: YOUR LINKUP : TRAVELLING ONTO THE ASHTARA 
 

Step One: The Opening Prayer and Decree to establ i sh your Connect ion to Ashtara  
Step Two: your intent ion ,  act ivat ing your centra l p i l lar and merging in group merkabah with the 
federat ion ’s emissa ries 
Step Three:  The Journey on Ashtara 
 
NOTE: If you are already on the celestial project email list, this linkup will 
be sent to you a few days before new year as a pdf doc.  
 
NOTE: IF YOU ARE NOT ON THE CELESTIAL PROJECT LIST, JOIN IT SO YOU MAY 
RECEIVE THIS LINKUP AND OTHERS IN THE FUTURE.     
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 


